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imperatives for change
fiscal crisis - losing a large chunk of our revenues

the risk of irrelevance - losing connection with our citizens

a changing psychological contract for staff



operational performance

organisational performance

overall service performance

proximal outcomes
ultimate outcomes

what is performance ?



• prevention

• protection

• responsiveness

• resource management

• people management

London Fire Brigade
performance against strategic goals

fatalities from primary fires at 
down to average of 50 per year

half of residential fires in homes 
with no smoke alarm fitted

arson incidents down to 4,000 pa

84,000 home safety visits pa across 
London (up from 50,000 in 2009)



should we just focus on 
what we can control?

the world 
“in here” 
that we 
think we 

can control

“risks to us”

or

“the risks to them”

the world “out there” 
that we think we can 

not really control



•there is no avoiding disciplined PM

•the downsides of performance benchmarking

•ratchet effects

•threshold effects

•gaming effects

•over reliance on quantitative measures

unintended consequences



excuses or reasons?

“the dog ate my 
homework”

data (collection) errors
methodological mistakes

administrative errors

“management focussed 
on wrong things”

operational errors
other factors more important

urgent issues diverted attention

“fooled by randomness”
seasonal (and other) variations

using wrong data for the right factors
“looking for keys where there’s light” 



simplechaos
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simplechaos

complex complicated

problems & answers are well known
there’s one or a few right answers

“best practice” (SOPs)

problems are open-ended
range of possible answers

analytical, investigative, but bounded
“expert practice”

problems & solutions are evolving
there are no right answers

lightly bounded action
“experimental practice”

unclear what data is problem or solution
there are no answers

creative action & crisis management
“novel practice”

disorder



needs are liquid, services are frozen

•quality

•coverage

•speed of response

•cost

•digital accessibility

•productivity

•equity

•flexibility

old stuff new stuff



the performance dilemma

to learn from 
failure you must 

possess the 
right amount of    

self-doubt

to have a good 
chance of success 
you must possess 
the right amount 
of self-confidence



healthy organisations are 
creative and disciplined

leadership
motivation

culture & climate
capabilitiesinnovation & learning external 

orientation

coordination & controlaccountability
direction

aspire: where do we want to go?
assess: how ready are we to go there?
architect: what do we need to get there?
act: how do we manage the journey?
advance: how do we keep moving forward?



public risk

James Reason (1990) Human Error

some holes due to 
active failures

other holes due to 
latent conditions

accident

hazards
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false 
negative

false 
positive

so, for every 12 people who are told they have the 
condition, only 1 actually has it!

and one person has it, who has been told they don’t!

to communicate risk, avoid %

correct correctincorrect incorrect



social media ubiquity
connected networks

from 4G to 5G

the foolishness/wisdom of crowds



thank you
@BarryQuirk1


